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Abstract
This work explores human-assisted schemes for
improving automatic signature recognition systems. We
present a crowdsourcing experiment to establish the human
baseline performance for signature recognition tasks and a
novel
attribute-based
semi-automatic
signature
verification system inspired in FDE analysis. We present
different experiments over a public database and a
self-developed tool for the manual annotation of signature
attributes. The results demonstrate the benefits of
attribute-based recognition approaches and encourage to
further research in the capabilities of human intervention
to improve the performance of automatic signature
recognition systems.

1. Introduction
The signature is worldwide accepted as an identity
authentication method and it has been used by several
cultures over the past 2000 years. The signature is a
behavioral biometric trait which comprises neuromotor
characteristics of the signer (e.g., our brain and muscles
among others define the way we sign) as well as
socio-cultural influence (e.g., the Western and Asian
styles). During centuries, the examination of signatures has
been made by experts who determine the authenticity of the
sample based on forensic analysis. More recently,
automatic signature verification systems (ASV) emerged as
a feasible way to automate the traditional signature
verification method made by Forensic Document
Examiners (FDEs) [1][2][3].
The variety of applications of automatic signature
recognition systems is large. In most of these applications,
humans usually supervise the signing process but their
responsibilities are mostly limited to guarantee the correct
record of the data without any contribution to recognition.
These supervisors do not usually have the specific
experience of FDEs and they will be refered to as layman in
the rest of this work. The deployment of automated systems
is eliminating human intervention in many recognition
applications. However, perception and analytic capability
of humans must not be undervalued and there is large room
for improvement compared to fully automatic methods
when one applies both the computers and human abilities in

some scenarios. Some of these scenarios where a layman
may help or contribute to an automatic signature
verification are banking, point of sales, notary public, or
parcel delivery. We advocate for the consideration of
human interaction in these scenarios due to the
particularities of the dynamic signature as a behavioral
biometric. As it has been demonstrated [3], this biometric
fluctuates severely for different users and acquisition
conditions. Our aim in this research line of human
interactions in automatic systems is to alleviate such
fluctuations with simple actions a layman can take in many
scenarios of practical importance. Which actions to take
and to what extend those actions can help state-of-the-art
Automatic Signature Verification systems (ASV) is the
final aim of this research line. The layman intervention on
ASVs can be done at multiple levels or phases of the
biometric system, see Fig. 1. The potential layman
interventions include: quality assessment to remove bad
quality samples, feature annotation, classification of
samples or decision support, among others. However, the
performance of laymen in signature verification tasks
remains unexplored and their capabilities undervalued [4].
The present work analyzes the potential of
attribute-based manual signature recognition and the final
aim (not covered in this work) is to obtain a reduced set of
high discriminative features which can be either
automatically extracted or manually labeled in a reasonable
amount of time (e.g., less than 10 seconds for a point of
sales or less than 1 minute for an important banking
transference). The contributions of this work are threefold:
i) the establishment of human baseline performance
(layman) in signature recognition tasks based on
crowdsourcing experiments; ii) a novel attribute-based
signature recognition system via human intervention; and
iii) a combined scheme incorporating the proposed
attribute-based manual approach to a state-of-the-art
automatic online signature recognition system.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 2
summarizes related works. Section 3 presents our work to
establish a human baseline performance. Section 4
describes the proposed manual attribute-based signature
recognition. Section 5 reports the experiments and results.
Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions and future
works.
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Figure 3. ROC curves for the different forgery scenarios (random forgery on the left and simulated forgery on the right) and systems.

the system when the experiments involve a larger dataset?
What is the performance compared with offline signature
recognition systems? Why not adding attributes based on
the dynamics of the signature (e.g., velocity or pressure
profiles)?
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